Abstract-Given the ever increasing demand for network bandwidth, and the recent phenomenal advances in optical wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) networking technologies, a major component of the Next Generation Internet will be an Internat protocol (IP)-based optical WDM network. As IP over WDM networking technologies mature, a number of important architectural, management and control issues have surfaced. These issues need to be addressed before a true Next Generation Optical Internet can emerge. In this paper, we enumerate some of the key architectural, management and control issues and discuss corresponding approaches and advances made toward addressing these issues.
based on SONET or Gigabit Ethernet. There is now a growing consensus that a major component of the Next Generation Internet will be an Internet protocol (IP)-based optical WDM network. An IP over WDM network combines gigabit and terabit IP routers with WDM switching and transmission systems to create an optimized transport network. As IP over WDM networking technologies mature, a number of important architectural, management and control issues have surfaced. These issues need to be addressed before a true Next Generation Optical Internet can emerge. In this paper, we enumerate some of the most important architectural, management and control issues and discuss the corresponding approaches and advances made toward addressing these issues. We also describe the traffic engineering research pursued in the NGI SuperNet NC&M Project funded under the U.S. Government's Defense Advanced Research Project Agency's (DARPA) NGI Program. This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we discuss and illustrate the three different generations of IP/WDM networking architectures, their possible variations, and comment on their tradeoffs and applicability. In Section III, we enumerate several important issues in the management and control of IP/WDM networks, and discuss possible approaches to address these issues. Section IV then presents an analysis of the potential benefits of the reconfigurable IP/WDM networking architecture. In this section, we also present a simulation study that highlights the benefits achievable in IP over reconfigurable WDM networks. In Section V, we motivate and present an innovative traffic-engineering framework based on the integrated multiprotocol label switching (MPLS)-based IP routing and MP s-based WDM reconfiguration architecture. We also describe the IP/WDM network testbed prototyped under the NGI SuperNet NC&M Project and describe the corresponding traffic engineering system architecture and experiments. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VI.
II. IP OVER WDM NETWORKING ARCHITECTURE
The development of IP/WDM technology and networking architecture can be broadly classified into three generations:
• First-Generation: In the first-generation, dense WDM (DWDM) systems are used for point-to-point high-bandwidth pipes between adjacent IP routers. Typically, SONET is used for framing and transport of overhead information on the WDM channels. IP packets are encapsulated in SONET frames using Packet-over-SONET schemes. Many IP router and WDM equipment vendors have products commercially available today that can support IP over point-to-point DWDM. Point-to-point DWDM systems have seen widespread deployment in long distance carriers.
• Second-Generation: In second generation IP/WDM systems, WDM channels are routed in the WDM network using WDM cross connects enabling more efficient WDM bandwidth utilization and IP router interface utilization. Because of the reconfigurability afforded in this generation of products, there is a drive to move protection switching and restoration directly into the optical layer, thereby, eliminating the need for the SONET intermediate layer. Many WDM vendors have announced WDM cross connect products that will enable second-generation IP over WDM networking.
• Third-Generation: In the third-generation of IP/WDM systems, IP packets are directly transported and switched by WDM packet switches leading to much finer granularity in traffic multiplexing on the respective wavelength channels. WDM packet switches have been successfully demonstrated in laboratory trials, including in the DARPA funded Optical Label Switching Project [1] . However, it remains to be seen whether such optical packet switching technologies can mature and be made commercially available in the near future.
A. IP Over Point-to-Point DWDM
In an IP over point-to-point DWDM architecture, IP routers are directly connected to each other via multiwavelength fiber links. Fig. 1 illustrates such an architecture in which the neighboring router for a given router interface is fixed. Fig. 2 depicts the more detailed router-to-router interconnections in this architecture. With IP over point-to-point DWDM, the network topology is fixed, and the network configurations are all static. Management systems for such networks are typically centralized, with minimal interactions between the IP and WDM layers.
B. IP Over Reconfigurable WDM
In an IP over reconfigurable WDM architecture, router interfaces from the IP routers are connected to the ports of WDM cross connects. Fig. 3 illustrates such an IP over reconfigurable WDM network. A WDM cross connect can connect any of its input port to any of its output port. Fig. 4 illustrates in detail how an IP router is connected to such a WDM cross connect. In this architecture, the WDM cross connects are themselves interconnected in a mesh configuration with multiwavelength fiber links. By appropriately configuring the WDM cross connects, a given router interface can be connected to any other router interface at any other router. As a result, the neighboring router for a given router interface is configurable under this architecture.
Under this architecture, the IP and the WDM layers can be combined in several different models [2] as illustrated in Fig. 5: • Overlay model where the two layers relate to each other in a client-server relationship, with IP being the client layer, and WDM being the server layer. The IP network layer links are realized by the corresponding WDM layer connections. Management and control of the two layers remain separate, preferably with well-defined interaction interfaces between them, such as the Optical Internetworking Forum's User-Network Interface [3] . • Augmented model where IP and WDM have a single addressing plane but separate routing instances. As a result, control information is passed on from one instance to another. For example, a single signaling protocol can be used to control both IP and WDM networks. Static configuration or border gateway protocol (BGP) can be used to bridge the two routing instances.
• Peer model where devices from the IP and WDM networks relate to each other in a peer-to-peer relationship. In this model, MPLS [4] and its lambda variant MP s [5] can be used to provide a uniform control plane. In addition, the IP routers and the optical cross connects belong to a single routing instance, and interact with one another on a peer-to-peer fashion using IGP with WDM extensions.
The overlay model is likely to be adopted in near-term rapid deployment of relatively static IP/WDM networks. The overlay model is particularly attractive to carriers, as it aligns with the carrier practice of organizing their operational units into transport and switching units. In contrast, carrier adoption of the other models will require substantial business reorganization, and personnel retraining. Nonetheless, proponents of the peer and augmented models argue that due to the overall simplified management and control structures, these models will eventually be adopted in the long run in highly dynamic IP/WDM networks, when supporting vendor hardware and software emerge and mature.
C. IP over Switched WDM
In an IP over Switched WDM architecture, the WDM infrastructure directly supports a per packet switching capability, as opposed to simply providing ingress-to-egress lightpaths. As such, it enables a much finer grain sharing than reconfigurable WDM. Various switched WDM approaches 1 have been proposed, including optical burst switching (OBS) [6] - [8] , and optical label switching (OLS) [1] . Since optical logic processing and optical data buffering technologies are still immature at present, switched WDM systems are typically bufferless. 2 Likewise, they rely on electronic processing of the packet header to control the switching actions. We recognize two variants of bufferless switched WDM technology:
• OBS: In OBS, the packet control header is sent out along the route path ahead of the actual optical data packet. The idea is that the control header will arrive at the intermediate switching nodes, allowing each switch to perform switching decision computation and install the switch cross connect setting just in time before the actual 1 An IP over dynamic optical circuit switching technique known as optical flow switching (OFS) has also been proposed in [9] . A recent performance study [10] indicates that OFS is more suitable for supporting traffic with long duration flows. As such, it is more of a reconfigurable WDM paradigm, then a switched WDM paradigm. 2 Although there are optical packet switching projects [11] that attempt design of optical buffers, those designs remain complex. Therefore, most switched WDM system prototype efforts opted for a bufferless design. arrival of the data packet. In this way, the optical data packet can thread its way across the optical network from ingress to egress. The delay between the control header and the data packet increases with the number of hops and the expected processing delay at the intermediate switches. Fig. 6 (a) depicts the operation of such an optical burst switched WDM system.
• OLS: In OLS, the packet control header (called the label)
is typically sent together simultaneously with data packet along the route path. To allow for the time needed for switching decision computation and cross connect setting installation, the data packet is always routed through a local optical delay line upon arrival at an intermediate switch. The delay value is selected so that when the data packet emerges from the delay line, the desired optical cross connect setting will have been installed. This delay value is local and constant at each intermediate switching node, independent of the particular route paths taken by the packets. Fig. 6 (b) depicts the operation of such an optical label switched WDM system. Switched WDM networking technologies are still evolving and it remains to see if they will mature in the next several years to become commercially viable. Similar to the reconfigurable WDM approach, IP over switched WDM networks can also follow the overlay model, the augmented model, or the peer model. In the latter cases, an MPLS-based scheme again can be applied to control the IP over Switched WDM network. Such a scheme is proposed in [12] for OBS and a similar scheme is pursued in the NGI SuperNet Project for OLS [13] .
III. NETWORK MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL ISSUES
As IP/WDM networking architecture shifted from a static point-to-point architecture toward more dynamic reconfigurable and switched architectures, the increased flexibility and agility in networking equipment espoused two important trends:
• A shift away from static planned resource allocation and service provisioning, toward dynamic on-demand resource allocation and service provisioning.
• A shift away from centralized management and off-line optimization strategies toward distributed control and on-line incremental heuristics in network and traffic management. There is a desire to endow more intelligence into the IP/WDM network elements (NEs) to produce a more autonomous network, thereby simplifying and reducing the cost of network operations. In this section, we describe and discuss several management and control issues under this general trend.
Conventional network management discipline divides the management and control issues into the following five functional categories: fault, configuration, accounting, performance, and security (FCAPS) [14] , [15] . In this section, we will enumerate and discuss the issues in the areas of IP/WDM network configuration, fault, and performance management and control. Accounting and security issues are not discussed in this paper.
A. IP/WDM Configuration and Routing

1) Network Configuration and Signaling:
Depending on the architectural model, the configuration of IP over dynamic WDM networks raises some new issues. In an overlay model, the WDM layer is a separate layer managed by its own management system and control protocols. In order for the WDM layer to dynamically establish wavelength connection on demand, the WDM layer will require its own addressing scheme and corresponding routing and signaling protocols. An example of such a signaling protocol and its corresponding addressing plan is the just-in-time signaling protocol [16] designed under the DARPA sponsored Multiwavelength Optical Networking [17] (MONET) Project. 3 In order to couple the IP and the WDM layers, additional protocols like a WDM address resolution protocol (WDM-ARP), and internetworking schemes like the ATM Forum's multiprotocol over ATM (MPOA) [18] or the IETFs next hop resolution protocol (NHRP) [19] must be developed and adopted. Such protocols and schemes would allow mapping of an IP address to its corresponding WDM address, and discovery of IP device addresses and routes across WDM networks.
For the augmented and the peer models, an integrated MPLSbased control plane is adopted that employs the IP addressing scheme uniformly across both IP and WDM devices. Furthermore, MPLS signaling protocols like variants of the label distribution protocols (LDP/CR-LDP) [20] , [21] , and extensions of the resource reservation protocols (RSVP/RSVP-TE) [22] , [23] , are used in these models. They are used to setup and teardown the coarse-grained SP or lightpath tunnels. Fine-grain IP label switched paths (LSP) are then switched over the established lightpath tunnels.
Notice that regardless of the model being adopted, logically a reconfigurable IP/WDM network always sees a virtual topology that is dynamically reconfigurable. In the overlay model, the dynamic virtual topology is the IP link topology. In the augmented and the models, the dynamic virtual topology is the lightpath tunnel topology. In all cases, fine-grained IP traffic is routed over the respective virtual topology.
For a small IP/WDM network, given a sufficient number of router interfaces 4 and optical crossconnect (OXC) channels, it is possible to setup a full mesh virtual IP topology allowing one-hop IP connectivity (either via an IP link or via a lambda switched path) from any ingress router to any egress router. For larger IP/WDM networks, multihop IP routing will be needed to deliver traffic under the overlay model, and two-layer IP MPLS over WDM MP s stacking will be needed under the augmented and the peer model.
Generalized MPLS (GMPLS) [24] is introduced to extend the MPLS architecture to also consider non packet-based forwarding planes in addition to the conventional packet networks. GMPLS defines four types of interfaces: packet-switch capable (PSC), time-division multiplex (TDM), lambda-switch capable (LSC), and fiber-switch capable (FSC) interface. These interfaces forward data based on the content of the packet/cell header, the data's time slot, the receiving wavelength, and the receiving fiber, respectively. In GMPLS, edge label switch router (LSR) is equipped with the control and forwarding components of both label switching and conventional routing. When an edge LSR receives a packet without a label, the LSR uses the conventional forwarding component to determine the forwarding equivalence class (FEC) that this packet belongs to and its next hop. When an edge LSR receives a labeled packet, the LSR uses the label-forwarding component to locate the FEC and the next hop. GMPLS includes the link management protocol (LMP) [25] for neighbor discovery in optical networks. GMPLS also extends the RSVP-TE and CR-LDP signaling protocols to support enhanced LSP properties. In particular, GMPLS defines a generic generalized label request (GLR) and specialized GLRs. When there are specific characteristics that cannot be carried by the generic GLR, specialized GLRs are used. To enhance signaling efficiency, upstream label suggestion and restriction are allowed. Furthermore, in addition to the MPLS unidirectional LSP, GMPLS can also set up bidirectional LSP, where each of the unidirectional paths shares the same traffic engineering requirements including protection and restoration, LSPs, and resource requirements such as bandwidth and latency.
2 [27] used for IP routing, with suitable extensions [28] . However, unlike the IP layer where routing can be traffic independent, WDM layer routing must be load dependent. A WDM fiber that has exhausted all its wavelength channels cannot admit new wavelength circuits. To enable successful routing, wavelength loading must be considered in routing computations. Therefore, routing protocols like OSPF or IS-IS must be extended to propagate wavelength loading in their link state advertisement (LSA) updates.
Another routing issue in IP over reconfigurable WDM networks is that wavelength circuit routing is affected by an OXCs ability to perform wavelength conversion. Wavelength conversion helps to reduce the WDM connection blocking probabilities. Optical wavelength-conversion technology is still immature and expensive at present. Hence, all-optical cross connects that support wavelength conversion are likely to remain small in size, and be deployed sparingly. Such capability is perhaps most useful at the edge of a network administrative domain to reduce the information correlation and dependencies across domains. For electro-optic cross connects, i.e., those that perform opto-electronic-opto (OEO) conversions, wavelength conversions can be provided readily. Therefore, depending on the capability of the deployed cross connects, the wavelength circuit or SP routing algorithm may have to explicitly cope with the wavelength continuity constraint. In such a case, more detailed wavelength assignment information would have to be included and distributed in the link state advertisement updates.
Wavelength conversion capability takes on a different meaning in bufferless IP over switched WDM systems. In such systems, dynamic wavelength hopping is relied upon to reduce the switching contention statistics to acceptable levels. Therefore, practical switched WDM systems are likely to incorporate wavelength conversion support in their switches. In such systems, "lambda" switching will not be dictated a priori by the LSP setup, rather, the lambda switching decisions will be dynamically made on a per packet basis to resolve contention. The traffic loading along the links of an LSP will then determine the LSPs overall packet loss statistics and sustainable throughput.
B. IP/WDM Fault Location and Recovery
In order for IP/WDM networks to gain wide deployment in the Next Generation Internet, techniques to guarantee network reliability must be addressed. In this section, we discuss issues concerning the detection and location of faults in IP over dynamic WDM networks, and the corresponding recovery actions when faults have been localized.
1) Fault Detection and Location:
Fault detection and location in IP/WDM networks poses several difficult issues. The problem becomes even more complex in IP over reconfigurable WDM networks where the wavelength circuits can be dynamically changed.
Monitored parameters provided by the optical WDM layer are mostly low level analog signal parameters such as optical signal power, optical SNR, and wavelength registration measurements [29] bearing weak qualitative relations to the high level IP layer observable properties. Likewise, the IP layer's performance monitoring produces soft metrics which bear no simple deterministic correlation to the WDM layer measurements. For example, a low signal power may or may not cause difficulty with the optical receivers, which may or may not result in bringing down an IP link. If the effect is marginal, the IP layer may simply report high bad packet counts. However a high bad IP packet count may also be due to low optical SNR.
A WDM network monitors analog signal parameters, and an alarm in the WDM layer is generally triggered by the crossing of a threshold value set by network management. Because of the uncertainty in setting these thresholds, fault alarms could be generated when the threshold values are set too low. Likewise, alarms that should be generated will be missing when thresholds are set too high. Setting a different threshold could completely change the observable IP layer outcome of the particular fault event. These uncertainties complicate the fault management logic.
An important advantage of optical WDM networks is that the WDM layer can be made transparent, i.e., client signal modulation, format, and bit-rate independent. However this also means that the WDM network has little or no information about its client signal. Threshold values that are tuned for an OC-192 rate signal may be too restrictive for an OC-48 rate signal, generating too many false alarms. Furthermore, because the WDM route path supporting an IP link or lambda switched path can be changed dynamically due to restoration or traffic engineering activities, threshold values may have to be updated whenever such activities occur. These dynamics render threshold administration very complex. In light of this, there are recent proposals to include optical layer performance parameters in wavelength route-path computations [30] .
Yet another complexity arises from different signal processing and fault propagation characteristics in different WDM equipment. For example, a transparent all-optical cross connect employing only 1R (reamplification) regeneration will likely propagate a loss-of-signal fault condition to its downstream nodes. In contrast, most electro-optic cross connects employing 2R/3R (reshaping/retiming) regeneration will emit an idle signal to downstream nodes. If an IP/WDM network includes both types of equipment, anomalous behaviors can result. An example of such was reported in [31] where a tail-end protection mechanism functioned correctly for signals flowing from a transparent all-optical cross connect toward an electro-optic cross connect. But the same mechanism failed for signals flowing in the opposite direction because the upstream electro-optic cross connect masked the lost of signal condition needed to trigger protection switching at the all-optical cross connect.
Because of these complexities, effective IP/WDM fault detection and location requires tight integration across both IP and WDM. An integrated fault model that encompasses hard and soft metrics from both IP and WDM layers is necessary. This is an area that requires much additional research. A promising initial approach to integrated IP/WDM fault localization was reported in [32] .
2) Fault Recovery and Network Survivability: The primary objective of network fault recovery is to maintain the end-to-end IP service even under degraded QoS, in spite of network resource failures such as link or node failures. In most IP over point-to-point DWDM systems deployed today, carrier-grade network survivability is provided by the protection and restoration facility in the SONET transport layer. However, given the trend and desire to eliminate SONET in the newer reconfigurable and switched IP/WDM networks, it has to be replaced by other means. This can be achieved in several different ways.
a) Server or WDM layer approach: In an overlay model, the WDM layer provides wavelength circuits for the routing of IP packets. Therefore, it is possible to protect large amount of traffic by protecting and restoring WDM circuits. More specifically, the survivability schemes can be divided into two categories:
• Protection schemes, which preprovision backup resources that the network can quickly utilize for recovery from a resource failure along the primary path. For example, link and node disjoint 5 backup circuits can be setup simultaneously with the primary connection to guarantee fast switching to the protection path [29] . Depending on the level of recovery guarantee, the resources along the backup path may be exclusively deployed, or they may be shared among multiple backup paths. For example, if it is required to tolerate only single-failure, then resources can be shared among all backup paths for which their primary paths have no intersection.
• Restoration schemes, where backup resources are deployed dynamically only when failures occur. Recovery is effected via signaling triggered by the detection of failure. Many schemes exist including both end-to-end and hop-by-hop recovery [33] , and possible preemptive and nonpreemptive variants. Because of their simplicity, protection schemes are typically faster and are most popular in traditional SONET rings. Restoration schemes are more complex and, therefore typically slower. However, they are more flexible and adaptive, and may be amenable to a distributed on-line implementation. For example, ATM signaling protocols have been extended to support this type of dynamic restoration [34] , [35] . In practice, a combination of both schemes may be needed. b) Client or IP Layer Approach: The IP layer itself employs distributed routing algorithms which are designed to react and adapt to topology changes that may result from resource failures. Likewise, edge routers that employ LSPs can reroute these LSPs when a break is detected. Therefore, it is arguable that one may consider relying on the IP layer alone to restore service. However, such an approach has several concerns [36] , [37] :
• A primary concern for this approach is the slow convergence and response time of IP link failure detection and routing algorithms that renders them unsuitable for use with critical or premium services. For example, IP link failure detection typically requires multiple rounds of missing hello exchanges [38] . Likewise, LSP failure detection can take a long time, since notification messages are propagated and processed hop-by-hop along the LSP back to the ingress router. However, these concerns may be addressed by suitable modification to the IP layer protocol behaviors.
• Another concern has to do with the scalability and efficiency of the approach. As WDM channels approach OC-192 rates (10 Gb/s) and beyond, there is a huge amount of traffic to be protected and rerouted in the event of a single wavelength channel (not to mention fiber) failure. Therefore, instead of rererouting individual fine grain IP flows, it is much more scalable if a server layer protection mechanism can be engineered. The flip side of the argument of course is that IP layer protection can be made much finer grain and, therefore, affords much more focused protection, without wasting unnecessary bandwidth for those flows not needing protection.
• Yet a third concern is that in a purely IP-based approach, there is no way to assure physical WDM layer path diversity between the primary and the backup paths setup by an IP/MPLS protection/restoration algorithm. Obtaining such an assurance requires knowledge of the WDM layer physical layout. For carrier grade operations, it is certainly desirable (in fact necessary) to have reliable protection and restoration schemes in place. However, for many IP data applications that assume a best effort IP datagram service, many have argued that a pure IP based recovery approach is in fact sufficient. In fact, recent study has indicated that much faster IP routing convergence may indeed be possible [39] . However, more detailed studies are needed to discern if a pure IP-based approach can usefully augment WDM layer protection and restoration. c) Integrated or GMPLS Based Approach: Recently, MPLS-based protection and restoration schemes are being actively pursued in the IETF MPLS working group, and some initial approaches have already been proposed [40] , [41] . For the augmented and the peer models that adopt a unified control plane based on GMPLS, it would be possible to setup alternate lambda switched paths ( SPs) [42] . This will allow fast backup switching when faults occur to provide uninterrupted end-to-end communications. In essence, the protection and restoration schemes in this category are analogous to the WDM server layer based approach and share the same properties. The main advantage is that the backup SPs are now visible to the IP layer, promising more effective coordination across the layers. Furthermore, physical path diversity can be directly enforced if the MP s control has access to the WDM layer's conduit layout information, in addition to the fiber topology.
C. IP/WDM Traffic Performance Engineering
In addition to enabling dynamic network configuration and on-demand service provisioning, flexibility and agility in dynamic IP/WDM networks also affords the opportunity to perform traffic engineering to optimize network resource utilization and network traffic performance.
1) IP Routing Considerations:
Traditional IP networks employ destination-based shortest path first (SPF) routing such as RIP [43] , OSPF [26] , and IS-IS [27] , to forward traffic from source to destination. This algorithm is simple and stable, and works well when the network is lightly loaded. However, the drawback is that it is traffic independent and does not support diverse routes. The shortest paths from different source-destination pairs in general will overlap at intermediate links causing congestion and packet loss. Although, in theory, it may be possible to adjust the link weights in a routing algorithm to adapt to traffic loading, in practice it is not followed owing to stability and correlation concerns. A recent enhancement to the SPF paradigm is to allow multiple equal-cost paths to a destination, and split the traffic between the multiple paths. 6 For example, the latest OSPF specification allows for equal cost multipath routing (ECMP). However, even ECMP is traffic independent in the sense that there is no load balancing between the multiple paths, because there is also no feedback between the traffic load and the routing algorithm.
A further enhancement to ECMP for load balancing, called optimized multipath routing (OMP), has been proposed recently. OMP utilizes and extends a link-state routing protocol like OSPF to periodically broadcast link loading information. The routing algorithm utilizes the link-loading information to split the traffic load among multiple near-equal cost paths. Packet forwarding computes a hash on the (source, destination)-tuple, and the hash space is split among the available paths. Traffic load balancing is achieved by adjusting the hash boundaries among different paths based on the link loading information collected.
Recently, MPLS has emerged to support IP traffic engineering needs. In MPLS, the routing and forwarding functions in IP are separated. MPLS supports constraint based routing, including in particular explicit routing, thereby allowing direct control on the exact paths of IP traffic flows. Therefore, MPLS can be used to perform multipath load balancing of IP traffic. Using MPLS, IP traffic load balancing can be effected by rerouting selected LSPs away from congested links. A more elaborate implementation can even manipulate the FECs using a hashing scheme like that in the OMP approach 7 to fine-split the LSPs and achieve more effective load balancing.
In an IP over reconfigurable WDM network, traffic engineering can also be effected through wavelength circuit reconfiguration that adapts the IP network (virtual) topology to the evolving traffic pattern. By exploiting the WDM layer's reconfigurability, we can change the IP network's virtual topology to better match the ensuing traffic demand pattern. Below we examine the two mechanisms in more detail.
2) IP Load Balancing Versus WDM Reconfiguration: With MPLS it is possible to attempt load balancing among different possible routes between a router pair. Initially, at low loads, only the shortest-cost path exists. As traffic load between a router pair increases (or if loads on links of the path increases), an MPLSbased traffic engineering algorithm (MPLS-TE) can select less loaded alternate routes, and reroute the different LSPs between the router pair on these alternate routes. The alternate-route selection process works by computing the shortest-cost-path on an auxiliary graph formed by deleting heavily loaded links of the topology.
As network traffic load increases, MPLS-TE keeps rerouting traffic to the alternate paths. However, the maximum traffic loading that can be supported between a node pair is limited by the min-cut-capacity of the IP topology 8 separating the two nodes. As traffic between a router pair increases, the min-cut-capacity will eventually be saturated, and MPLS-TE can no longer find alternate load balancing paths between the router pair. The cut edges between the router pair are now all saturated with traffic. The only solution at that point is to expand the capacity of the min-cut (expand the bottleneck) via topology reconfiguration.
As an example, consider the topology and traffic illustrated in Fig. 7(a) where the capacity of each link is assumed to be 1 unit. The loading on the links are illustrated for some traffic demand. Under this loading, no additional traffic between routers R0 and R1 can be accommodated, because, the remaining capacity across any cut between routers R0 and R1 in this topology is zero. Fig. 7(b) illustrates the network topology obtained where links with loading 1 are removed. The resultant topology is partitioned into two disjoint components, with R0 and R1 in different network partitions. Further increase in traffic between the routers R0 and R1 cannot be supported under this traffic loading and network topology.
The reconfigurable optical layer can be used to expand the min-cut capacity between a router-pair. Continuing with our ex-ample, Fig. 8 illustrates three different topologies 9 obtained via reconfiguration for which the min-cut capacity between R0-R1 has been increased. In all three cases, an additional unit of spare capacity between R0 and R1 has been created via reconfiguration, without affecting the existing traffic flow pattern. These reconfigured topologies can, therefore, accommodate an additional unit of traffic loading between R0-R1.
For an IP over switched WDM network, the WDM layer also controls the number of wavelengths allocated to each virtual IP link. Such allocations can be dynamic and change over the duration of the connection. This flexibility can be exploited to effect traffic engineering by adapting the link bandwidths available to the IP network. IP/WDM traffic engineering will be discussed in greater detail in the next two sections.
IV. IP OVER RECONFIGURABLE WDM BENEFITS
In this section, we present an approximate analysis 10 and some simulation results to illustrate the potential benefits of running IP over a reconfigurable optical layer. Our analysis is by no means exhaustive, but is meant to highlight some of these benefits. In particular, we examine the potential interface resource savings and network throughput improvements. To illustrate our analytical and simulation results, we will utilize the example network depicted in Fig. 9 . This example network is derived from a major carrier's IP backbone network. It is representative of a nationwide long distance IP network.
A. Assumptions and Notations
The traffic incident at an IP router can be divided into access traffic and transit traffic. Access traffic is the traffic that enters or exits the network through the router. Transit traffic is the traffic that transits across the router to another router. Access interfaces are those router interfaces that carry access traffic, and transit interfaces are those that carry transit traffic.
Assuming the IP network traffic have been adequately groomed and aggregated, it is possible to assign meaningful average demand figures between all the router pairs. Let denote the traffic demand from router to router , . Let , denote the aggregate network traffic demand, and let be the bandwidth of a wavelength channel. 11 Further, assume that the network can support the entire traffic demand without any loss, the average amount of access traffic at router is given by . Given a certain routing algorithm such as SPF, ECMP, or OMP, let denote the average hop distance traversed by a packet from router to router . We define the average weighted hop distance, , for the network as 9 The reconfigured topologies must satisfy the nodal degree constraints dictated by the number of router interfaces. 10 Additional results illustrating the advantages of running IP over reconfigurable WDM in handling dynamic traffic requirements can be found in [44] . 11 The bandwidth of a WDM channel is typically at 2.5 Gb/s (OC-48 rate) or at 10 Gb/s (OC-192 rate) at present. The average weighted hop distance , is determined by three factors: 1) the network connection topology; 2) the network routing function; and 3) the network traffic demand pattern.
B. Router Interface Savings
Because of its expensive high-speed electronics, IP router interfaces constitute a major cost component in the overall cost of an IP router. It is instructive to analyze the potential IP router interface savings possible under a reconfigurable IP/WDM architecture. Actual cost savings would be somewhat less due to the cost of the required OXC equipment in such a network. However, the average cost of a high-speed IP router interface is about four to five times that of a corresponding OXC interface. Therefore, cost savings in the IP router interfaces will more than compensate for the extra cost incurred by the OXC equipment. Below, we will analyze the number of router interfaces required to carry different IP traffic demands. Our purpose is not so much to derive exact requirements, but to obtain a quantitative understanding of how reconfiguration can induce resource savings.
Given a network topology, its routing function, and traffic demand, the total traffic, , flowing into all the routers constituting the network, is computed as follows: Therefore, the total number of router interfaces required is , which is equal to , where is the bandwidth of a wavelength channel. This quantity is actually the sum of two quantities: a) the total number of transit interfaces which is equal to , and b) the total number of access interfaces which is equal to . We observe that the number of IP router transit interfaces required is directly proportional to the weighted hop distance induced by the routing algorithm on the IP network topologies. Therefore, by reducing the average weighted hop distance, , it is possible to reduce the number of transit interfaces required to support a given traffic.
For our example topology illustrated in Fig. 9 , the average hop distance (using min hop routing) is 1.8. Therefore, under uniform traffic, for an IP over point-to-point WDM network architecture with the example topology, the total number of IP router interfaces required is at least equal to 2. 8 . Now consider an IP over reconfigurable WDM network architecture. Assume in the ideal case that a full mesh IP topology embedding can be constructed over the reconfigurable optical layer, then the total number of IP router interfaces required becomes approximately 2 , because the average hop distance is one for a full mesh topology. Therefore, the potential saving in the total number of router interfaces is . For our example network under uniform traffic, this is equal to , which is about 29%.
C. Network Throughput Improvement
Next we will analyze and estimate the potential improvement in network throughput that may be achieved over a reconfigurable IP/WDM network. Let denote the loss-free throughput of the IP over fixed point-to-point WDM network, and let denote the loss-free throughput of the IP over reconfigurable WDM network. To effect a meaningful comparison, we will adopt the physical constraint of maintaining and utilizing the same number of transit interfaces at each router in both the fixed point-to-point network and in the reconfigurable network. Furthermore, we assume that the IP routers all have abundant access bandwidth, so that the traffic demand can be uniformly scaled up if there is extra available transit bandwidth in the reconfigurable network, without being blocked at the access. Therefore, we have and , where and denote, respectively, the sustainable aggregate loss-free traffic demands over the fixed point-to-point topology, and the reconfigurable network. As the network traffic demand is scaled up proportionally, a subset of the links in the network will become congested, thereby limiting how far the traffic can be scaled without inducing loss. Therefore, the average link utilization for the maximum sustainable loss-free throughput which is determined by the network topology, its routing function and traffic demand, will typically be less than one. Let and denote the respective average channel (interface) utilization for maximum loss-free throughput over the fixed point-to-point network, and the reconfigurable network. Given our previous results on the total number of transit interfaces required to support a given traffic demand pattern, and our In other words, the loss-free throughput of a network can be increased by decreasing the average weighted hop distance through reconfiguration, and by improving the average channel utilization through better load balancing in the reconfigured topology. With reconfigurable WDM, it is possible to optimize both properties by matching the IP topology to the dynamically changing traffic pattern.
As an example, consider a uniform traffic demand, that is, , , where is the uniformly constant load between a router pair. If we assume the routers all have approximately equal and large number of transit interfaces, then for the uniform traffic a full mesh between IP routers can be embedded in a reconfigurable WDM network. In particular, we will have , and . Therefore, the improvement in loss-free throughput for the resultant one-hop reconfigured network over the original point-to-point network is given by since . Thus for our example network in Fig. 9 , using min-hop routing, where , the potential improvement in throughput for uniform traffic can be as high as 80%, under our stipulated assumptions. In practice, it is unlikely to achieve such high throughput improvement due to imperfect load balance, and inability to reconfigure into a one-hop mesh network.
D. Illustrative Simulation Results
To gauge the practical benefits achievable in IP traffic engineering via optical layer reconfiguration, we performed extensive simulation studies. The simulated offered traffic loads capture typical Internet traffic characteristics, such as sudden surge between some node pairs, spatially unbalanced loading and regional congestion. The different loads emulate short-term hot-spot problems, and long term unbalanced resource usage due to imperfect planning. In this section, we present some of the typical simulation results over our representative example network depicted in Fig. 9 , using the NS simulator [45] . The IP traffic matrix depicted in Table I was used as the network load in our simulation study. In this simulation, the links are T3 channels with 45 Mb/s bandwidth. Each matrix entry represents a traffic rate in kilobits per second. The representative traffic matrix captures an unbalanced Internet traffic loading. We assume shortest hop path IP routing. A new network topology illustrated in Fig. 10 was constructed by reconfiguring the original topology, subject to the original topology's same nodal degree constraints. The details of the IP topology design and reconfiguration heuristic algorithms used will be reported elsewhere. For the given traffic matrix, the weighted hop distance reduces from 1.72 for the original topology, to 1.56 for the reconfigured topology.
To further stress test these two different network topologies, we scaled the traffic demand matrix proportionally. Figs. 11 and 12 depict the throughput and latency behaviors of the original and the reconfigured networks under the scaled traffic loading. The simulation shows that network performance is improved in many ways. Overall IP traffic throughput is increased by up to 40% over the throughput obtained without reconfiguration under the given skewed traffic demand. The congestion-free load region also expands by the same scale. The network wide average end-to-end packet latency improves over all loading, although not all flows experience reduced end-to-end latency.
End-to-end latency in an IP network is composed of propagation delay, queuing delay, processing delay, and transmission delay. Packet processing delay is negligible in high performance routers. The dominant delay in lightly loaded high bandwidth wide area networks is the propagation delay, which is uniquely determined by the length of the optical path connecting the routers over the physical WDM network. Queuing delay on the other hand, becomes the dominant factor under heavier loading. Indeed, in our simulation, while the improvement in light load is marginal, significant improvement is observed under heavier load. Fig. 13 shows the utilization for all the links in the original topology and in the reconfigured topology, and illustrates how traffic is dispersed from congested links to less congested links through reconfiguration. This in turn helps to improve the average end-to-end packet delay under moderate to heavy loading.
V. IP/WDM TRAFFIC ENGINEERING
Traffic engineering actions in IP over WDM networks can be effected in either the IP layer or in the WDM layer, as well as coordinated across both layers. These correspond to the different paradigms of overlay traffic engineering and integrated traffic engineering [46] - [48] .
With overlay traffic engineering, operations in one layer are pursued independent from those in the other layer. Traffic engineering solutions developed for either IP networks or WDM networks are applied directly to their respective layer, with little or no interlayer coordination. In IP/WDM networks, traffic engineering in the IP layer can theoretically be effected via IP routing algorithms that can adapt the IP packet routes, and perform load balancing. Likewise, traffic engineering in the WDM layer can be effected through lightpath reconfiguration that adapts the IP network's virtual topology to the evolving traffic pattern. In the case of switched WDM, the WDM layer can also adjust the number of wavelengths allocated to each virtual link, thereby affecting the bandwidth and contention statistics of the virtual link. In practice, because traditional IP routing algorithms are all oblivious to traffic loading, traffic engineering in today's IP networks often relies entirely on link layer adjustments. For example, an IP over ATM network typically maintain a full IP mesh connectivity, and rely entirely on the ATM layer to adjust the bandwidths provisioned for the ATM virtual circuits that support the IP links. These ATM layer actions are completely transparent to the IP layer routing algorithm [46] .
With the emergence of MPLS-based IP routers, and MP s-based WDM OXCs, it is now possible to define an integrated control plane based on GMPLS, which makes it easier to pursue a more integrated approach. With integrated traffic engineering, optimization with respect to selected objectives is pursued coordinately across both the IP and the WDM layers. All of the IP and WDM traffic engineering mechanisms described above still exist, and can now be considered together. Time scale and traffic granularity considerations will determine which specific mechanisms from the different layers are most suitable for different traffic conditions. With new hardware that integrates both IP router and WDM cross connect functionality into the same NE, integrated traffic engineering can be performed even more naturally and efficiently.
In this section, we describe an innovative traffic-engineering framework developed under the DARAP NGI SuperNet NC&M Project that builds on the strengths of MPLS for fine-grain traffic load balancing, and on optical layer reconfiguration for reducing the average weighted-hop-distance, and for expanding the network bottleneck capacity.
A. Integrated Traffic Engineering Framework
We have illustrated the benefits of a reconfigurable optical layer over its fixed counterpart in previous sections. However, reconfiguration at the optical layer has a special difficulty compared with other technologies such as ATM, which stems from the large and fixed bandwidth granularity of wavelengths. So a challenge is how to exploit WDM reconfiguration in an IP/WDM networking environment despite this coarse granularity.
We have also shown that IP/MPLS has a limitation when it is used without WDM reconfiguration support. As illustrated in Section III, the maximal traffic that MPLS-TE can place between two given nodes is bounded by the minimum cut capacity separating the two nodes. Without WDM reconfiguration, MPLS-TE cannot further engineer traffic in order to accommodate additional load, once the traffic between the nodes reaches the minimum cut between them. WDM reconfiguration, however, can rearrange the IP virtual topology so that the minimum cut is expanded. In particular, it affords the opportunity to better match topology to traffic. By decreasing the average weighted hop distance, it reduces bandwidth consumption, and by increasing the average maximum loss-free link utilization, it expands bottleneck capacity. When used separately, WDM reconfiguration and MPLS load balancing each have its own limitations. Our integrated framework, on the other hand, builds on the strengths of MPLS-TE for load balancing and WDM reconfiguration for reducing bandwidth consumption, and for expanding bottleneck capacity. Observe that reconfiguration at the optical layer can be utilized by MPLS-TE, or any other traffic engineering mechanisms that operates on a higher layer above WDM [i.e., layer 3 (IP) or 2.5 (MPLS)]. Fig. 14 illustrates the workflow of our integrated traffic engineering framework. In our integrated framework, the MPLS-TE algorithm balances load between label switched paths for a given node pair, until it hits the max-flow (i.e., min-cut capacity) for the node pair. Graph-theoretically, this condition is arrived when the source and destination nodes become disconnected in the spare network capacity graph. Upon detecting this condition MPLS-TE stops balancing the load. Instead it requests the WDM reconfiguration algorithm to change the virtual topology and expand the min-cut capacity. The WDM reconfiguration algorithm then derives a new IP virtual topology based on the traffic demand matrix collected from the IP/MPLS router measurements. Various optimization heuristics and additional operational constraints 12 can be applied in this derivation. Regardless of the details of these heuristics and operational constraints, the objective is to pick an alternative topology with a smaller average hop distance and a larger average maximum loss-free link utilization, while simultaneously satisfying the traffic demand of all node pairs, in addition to the currently overloaded node pairs.
If no such topology can be found, the network is considered genuinely congested. The WDM reconfiguration algorithm will then declare failure. Typically this would trigger the generation of a reconfiguration failure alarm. Furthermore, depending on the threshold set by the network management system, a trouble ticket may be issued if too many such reconfiguration failure alarms have been recorded. This in turn may be routed to the network planning staff, suggesting the need to deploy new capacity. Otherwise, the reconfiguration system goes ahead and changes the IP virtual topology as prescribed by the topology derivation. The IP layer routing algorithm and, hence, MPLS-TE, will learn about the new topology from its subsequent link state message exchanges.
In essence, we observe that: 1) WDM reconfiguration is not an adequate tool for IP traffic load balancing mainly due to the coarse and fixed wavelength granularity. MPLS-TE does a much better and faster job in load balancing and 2) The load balancing capacity of MPLS-TE alone, however, is bounded by the underlying virtual IP topology. In fact, IP load balance is often achieved by routing traffic over nonshortest route paths, thereby increasing overall bandwidth consumption. These observations led us to conclude that the traffic engineering on layer 2.5/3 and WDM reconfiguration are mutually complementary. By linking MPLS load balancing and WDM reconfiguration together in a well-coordinated way, we can architect a much more effective traffic-engineering tool than when we use them independently. We expect that such an integrated traffic-engineering approach will greatly enhance the utility and performance of future IP/WDM networks.
B. Integrated Traffic Engineering Components
An integrated IP/WDM traffic-engineering system will require extensive support from the overall network management system including IP/WDM configuration and fault management functions. For example, an MPLS signaling functional component such as RSVP-TE or CR-LDP will be needed to establish IP level label switched paths. In this section, we enumerate and describe those components that are directly related to traffic engineering activities:
• Traffic measurement and analysis is responsible for collecting traffic statistics from the NEs, e.g., IP routers and OXCs. These statistics are analyzed and/or aggregated to prepare for the traffic engineering and network reconfiguration related decision making.
• Bandwidth demand projection attempts to project the bandwidth requirements in the near future based on past and present measurements and the characteristics of the traffic arrival processes. The bandwidth projections are used for subsequent bandwidth allocation.
• IP/MPLS load balancing and rerouting consists of the set of policies and algorithms that decide when an IP level LSP rerouting and/or load splitting/balancing action should be performed. This is based on traffic measurements, and on operational issues, e.g., to balance between the desire to react quickly, versus the need to maintain stability and conserve resources.
• WDM/MP s reconfiguration trigger consists of a set of policies and algorithms that decide when a WDM level reconfiguration should be performed. Again, this is based on traffic measurements and bandwidth demand projections, and on operational policies, e.g., to suppress the influence of transitional factors and reserve adequate time for network to converge.
• Topology design provides a network topology based on the traffic measurements and projections. Conceptually this can be considered as optimizing a graph (i.e., IP routers connected by lightpaths in the WDM layer) for specific objectives (e.g., maximizing throughput), subject to certain constraints (e.g., nodal degree, interface capacity), for a given load matrix (i.e., traffic load applied to the network). This is in general a NP-hard problem. Since reconfiguration is regularly triggered by continually changing traffic patterns, an optimized solution may not be stable.
It may be more practical to develop heuristics that emphasize more on factors like fast convergence and less impacts on ongoing traffic, rather than on absolute optimality.
• Topology migration consists of algorithms to coordinate the network migration from an old topology to a new topology. As WDM reconfiguration deals with large-capacity channels, changing allocation of channel resources in this coarse granularity has significant effects on a large number of IP/MPLS end user flows. These flows have to adapt to the lightpath changes at and after each migration step. If not handled correctly, these effects can potentially spread over the routing pattern of the network, which in turn may affect more user flows. An implementation of our traffic-engineering framework can be either centralized or distributed. A centralized traffic engineering system could interact with conventional IP and WDM network management systems via standard protocols and interfaces. 13 It can collect the global information needed to make proactive bandwidth projections, compute an optimal traffic engineering solution, and can systematically schedule the topology migration steps. Therefore, a centralized implementation is more naturally used to provide an off-line traffic engineering solution. In contrast, a distributed implementation will likely perform traffic engineering optimizations based on limited information, and schedule only local incremental topology changes. Therefore, a distributed implementation tends to be more reactive, and is more natural in supporting an on-line traffic engineering solution. A distributed implementation requires tight integration with the IP and WDM network control functions. It is also more complex because of the additional synchronization concerns. Therefore, centralized implementations are likely to be adopted in near-term traffic engineering solutions.
C. Traffic Engineering Network Testbed
Under the DARPA NGI SuperNet NC&M Project, we developed an IP/WDM network testbed and corresponding system software for design validation and traffic engineering experimentation [49] . The testbed hardware architecture is shown in Fig. 15 , and a photograph of the testbed is shown in Fig. 16 . The testbed contains two different types of managed NEs: optical lambda routers and electronic IP routers. The lambda routers provide the lightpath switching mechanism that enables IP topology reconfiguration. They are built using Telcordia's MONET WADMs [50] , and PC-based internal IP control routers. The WADMs support wavelength-selective cross connections. They support eight wavelength channels at the transport interfaces (TI) and corresponding single wavelength channel client interfaces (CI) for add drop. The CIs are used to connect to the electronic IP routers. Each WADM has a corresponding NE controller that connects to its internal IP control router. WDM signaling messages that trigger connection setup and release are translated into NE add, drop or cross connect messages conveyed across this interface. The internal IP control routers are connected by a point-to-point Ethernet that mirrors the physical topology of our WDM network. The input signals from the electronic IP routers are translated into MONET compliant wavelengths via external transponders. The four electronic IP routers connected to the WADMs are actually PCs running Linux. These IP routers are each equipped with two single-mode ATM network interface cards. The routers are connected using IP/ATM OC3c point-to-point PVC connections. Four client (two Sparc Solaris and two Linux) workstations are connected to the IP routers via separate dedicated point-to-point Ethernet connections. All managed NEs are connected to another separate Ethernet subnet, which serves as our data communication network (DCN) [51] . The DCN is used by our GUI and Traffic Engineering (TE) components to communicate with the managed elements.
The testbed software architecture is shown in Fig. 17 . Each of the Linux based PC router runs OSPF to support IP data packet routing. To facilitate IP topology reconfiguration, an interface configuration manager (ifmanager) is developed which interacts directly with the Linux kernel and the OSPF routing protocol to modify the state and the address of an IP interface. The Traffic-Engineering subsystem consists of three modules: statistics collection and analysis, reconfiguration algorithm, and migration scheduling. IP traffic statistics collection is based on the libpcap package [52] that provides packet level capture and monitoring. Raw interface-related and source-destination data are first processed, analyzed, and aggregated before being fed into the reconfiguration algorithm. The reconfiguration algorithm in turn is able to compute an optimal or near-optimal IP topology according to the collected traffic demand data. To minimize the impact due to reconfiguration, the migration module schedules topology migration into a series of steps or phases. The MONET WADMs are each controlled by corresponding NE controllers that export the MONET NE-NC&M interface that provides element-level management functionality. To enable reuse of IP control protocols for WDM layer control, we extended and modified the OSPF and RSVP protocols to address WDM specific concerns and to support lightpath routing and setup. Example extensions include wavelength MIB construction and maintenance, WDM link state update, connection discovery, and RSVP message extensions for explicit bidirectional lambda path setup. To handle the wavelength constraints of a WDM network, a CSPF algorithm is implemented to compute the explicit lightpath route. A generalized switch management protocol (GSMP) like optical switch control protocol (OSCP) is designed and implemented. It provides the interface between the NE controllers and the WDM network-control modules and can accommodate network and system heterogeneity among NEs. Four sets of OSCP messages including configuration, connection, reservation, and event notification are implemented in the current version of OSCP. OSCP messages are transported over TCP socket and encoded using external data representation (XDR).
Although both the IP and the WDM layers utilize IP addressing, the implementation follows an overlay model where topology and resource information are not shared between the layers. Rather a user-network interface (UNI) is defined to bridge the IP layer and the WDM layer. Currently, only simple lightpath request, deletion, and query interfaces are supported in the UNI implementation. UNI messages are also transported over TCP sockets. In addition, a management graphical user interface (GUI) has been developed to display IP/WDM network information, which includes IP virtual topology, IP/WDM physical topology, IP traffic distribution, IP link load utilization, and IP link to WDM route correlation.
D. Some Traffic Engineering Experiments
To evaluate the effectiveness and the network performance of IP topology reconfiguration, we loaded the IP layer with selected traffic patterns and compared their performance under different topologies. Our experimentation shows that reconfiguration can indeed increase overall network throughput due to a reduced average weighted-hop-distance, defined as
We have conducted an extensive simulation study on lightpath reconfiguration with both regular and irregular topologies and the simulation results will be reported elsewhere. Using the testbed, we designed the following scenario (see Table II) to physically measure the impact on network performance, network convergence, and end-user application due to reconfiguration. The traffic demand is made of four flows, namely , , , and . Before reconfiguration, under the initial topology, there is no way to route/reroute any flows to exploit unused link capacity (e.g., links between R3 and R4) and there is no room to further increase the total throughput. The same set of flows, however, can each alone occupy a full link in the reconfigured topology. This scenario clearly shows the additional advantage in reconfiguration-based traffic engineering over fixed topology multipath routing.
We used the ttcp utility [53] to generate the intended UDP flows, and to collect the per flow statistics. The measurements were collected over samples of 100 000 packets per stream, and the results are listed in Table II . The average rate at the transmitter side in Table I reflects how much demand a transmitter can push into the network under current network loading status. The average rate at the receiver side is the actual sustained throughput, and is nominally smaller than its transmitter peer because of packet loss. In this experiment, observe that the two-hop flows (i.e., and ) got higher throughput than single-hop flows (i.e., and ). This is because at a router such as R1, it services two flows: a single hop flow injected from user space, and a two-hop flow forwarded through this router in kernel space. The kernel level forwarding process is favored over the user level injection process. As a result, the two-hop flow actually gets more share of resource resulting in higher throughput. In contrast, all four flows can be fully supported in the new reconfigured topology. Consequently, the throughput of each and every flow increased.
In addition to the traffic throughput testings and measurements, we have also conducted reconfiguration convergence testing and measurements. In particular, we have setup different end-to-end applications including RealVideo and HTTP-based MPEG movie streaming broadcasts over our testbed running on the client workstations. We observed and measured the effects of IP topology reconfiguration on these application flows. In all cases, the TCP data flows fully recovered when the topology reconfiguration process converges. A major concern in topology reconfiguration is its convergence time, which includes the new topology setup and IP routing (e.g., OSPF) convergence. Topology setup involves the RSVP signaling procedure and requires individual switch fabric state changes. OSPF convergence needs LSA exchange to reflect link state changes. When updating an IP interface address, the routing protocol requires a neighborhood discovery phase with Hello and Database Description messages sent between neighbors. All these resulted in IP traffic being delayed or lost in the course of topology migration. The overall convergence time is further dependent on the size (i.e., number of nodes) and the type (e.g., broadcast, NBMA, or point-to-multipoint) of the network. In our testbed, we have observed convergence time between 10 to 20 s. However, by suitably tuning the OSPF timers, the routing convergence time can be further reduced. If the link state protocol converges in link propagation time scales, i.e., in the order of tens of milliseconds [39] , we believe the reconfiguration convergence theoretically should be able to complete within a few seconds.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we reviewed the different IP/WDM networking architectural models and their tradeoffs. We outlined and discussed a number of management and control issues and possible solutions related to the configuration, fault and performance management of IP over dynamic WDM networks. We presented an analysis and simulation results demonstrating the potential benefits of dynamic IP over WDM networks. Optical layer reconfiguration allows for reduction of weighted-hop-distance and expansion of bottleneck bandwidths of the IP topology given a certain traffic demand. A reduction in the weighted hop distance reduces the router interface requirements and improves overall throughput by consuming less network resources.
We discussed the issues related to IP/WDM traffic engineering in detail. WDM reconfiguration is confined to the coarse and fixed bandwidth granularity of wavelength channels. On the other hand, while MPLS-TE achieves fine-grained load balancing, it is limited by the min-cut capacity of the underlying network topology. Based on these observations, we presented an innovative integrated traffic-engineering framework for reconfigurable IP/WDM networks that is developed in the NGI SuperNet NC&M Project funded by DARPA. It builds on the strength of MPLS for fine-grain IP load balancing and on the strength of configurable WDM networking for reducing the IP network's weighted-hop-distance as well as expanding the bottleneck bandwidth.
For further investigation and experimentation with this integrated traffic-engineering framework, the NGI SuperNet NC&M project includes the design and implementation of an integrated IP/WDM network testbed and traffic engineering system prototype. We presented both the hardware and software architecture for the network testbed and system prototype. We described several experiments performed over this testbed, and discussed the results for throughput improvements and reconfiguration convergence testing.
Finally, note that while we have enumerated many important and fundamental architectural, management, and control issues regarding IP over WDM networks, the list is by no means exhaustive. For example, issues involving the support of IP multicast in IP/WDM networks using optical signal splitting [55] , [56] , and multidomain IP/WDM network interworking have not been discussed in this paper. These are important issues that also need to be addressed before a true Next Generation Optical Internet can emerge. Earlier versions of some of the material presented here were published in [44] , [47] , [49] . Any opinions, findings and conclusions or recommendations expressed in this material are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, or the US Government.
